KINGDOM PROFESSIONALS

QUICK FACTS:

Globalization has created countless opportunities around the world for
people to work. For Christ-followers, the opportunity to work abroad
offers more than career advancement and international experience
benefits. They are strategic and holistic avenues for the Gospel to go
forth in the world.

Over 50 million people work outside

Kingdom Professionals are believers who find employment abroad for
the sake of the Great Commission. Desiring that people of all nations
will have opportunity to know Christ, they reflect the Gospel by contributing to the wellbeing of society and loving their colleagues through the
course of everyday life and work.

The top felt needs expressed by Chris-

However, just because Kingdom Professionals go with their own jobs,
that doesn’t mean they don’t also need the support of the Church. We
believe the most healthy and effective Kingdom Professionals are those
supported by people who understand their needs and given resources
that fit their context. TEAM can come alongside you in your journey,
whether you are simply considering an opportunity overseas, preparing
to embark on your new job abroad or already living abroad.

*based on internal survey

their home country. Additionally, 59
percent of young workers are interested in pursuing a career that takes
them overseas. (Source 1, Source 2)
tians working abroad are a desire for a
like-minded community, a mentor to
walk with and resources to help with
navigating transition and change.*
Christians working abroad daily interact with local and foreign workers and
have the opportunity to model Christ
in a relatable way that integrates their
faith and work.

Thousands of Christians are already taking their careers abroad. Many more are seeking a different way to engage in
missions. The question is not whether people will go but rather how awakened, connected and equipped people will
be as they go. TEAM wants to support and empower believers to not simply be Christian expats but to be Kingdom
Professionals who live out their faith with intentionality for the sake of the Gospel.
Who is an ideal candidate for the Kingdom Professionals program?
Our Kingdom Professionals program is well suited for those who require minimal funding, need flexibility in terms of
support and resources and have variable timelines for departure. We offer services that take these unique needs into
account, such as:
•
•
•

Pre-departure resources and re-entry support
Ongoing mentorship and coaching
Connection to other Kingdom Professionals around the globe

Additionally, we can connect you as an affiliate of TEAM to our local missionary teams near your employment location
for fellowship and collaboration.
Find out how you can serve as a Kingdom Professional across the globe!
Visit opportunities.team.org | info@team.org | 800.343.3144 | team.org

